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Three points

• What is the New Digital Economy (NDE)?

• Key elements and transversal characteristics

• What’s “new” about it?

• The digital economy in historical perspective

• Scenarios: what are the likely effects on the location 

of innovation and production?

• Reshoring, offshoring, or labor’s share falls everywhere?

• What distinct, NDE-specific national and international 

policy initiatives are needed?

• How to balance mitigating risks with maximizing 

opportunities?



NDE: Main features
…in rough order of maturity

1. Advanced manufacturing: learning robotics and autonomous factory 
automation systems

• Additive swarms

• “Pro-sumer” space growing (personal-scale 3DP, functional drones and robot arms from $1,000 - $5,000)

2. New mobile and internet-connected data sources

• Industry (IIoT) and consumer (IoT), ubiquitous video, etc.

3. Cloud computing

• Storage, SaaS, mobile access and constant updating

4. Big data analytics

• Making sense of chaos, huge sample sizes can lead to robust results, new insights, and high fault tolerance

5. Artificial intelligence (AI)

• Machine learning, prediction, self maintenance, regulation, and replication

• Experienced by consumers, but very rapid adoption in industry largely unseen

…lots of other stuff

• Gene editing and bioengineering

• Nanotechnology and advanced materials



A cycle of platform upgrading in the New Digital Economy? 



Modularity

Some key characteristics –
managing complexity, enabling global value chains (GVCs)

Platforms Open innovation 

and standards

Advanced manufacturing

New sources of data

Cloud computing

Big data analytics

Artificial intelligence



Modularity and globalization in the NDE 
Stages of value chain modularity and the emergence of global value chains



What's New? 

ICT is common thread (hardware and software)

• Is cloud computing bringing us ‘back to the future’ of 
centralized computing?

• Cost

• Speed

• Platforms

• Data pooling

Megatrend, like GVCs?
• Intersects with nearly everything

Huge policy implications?
• Panacea, crisis, or slow drip?  All possibilities are on the table.

Not new – Moore’s Law, but tipping points do occur, 

e.g. graphics processing (GPUs) for AI

New knowledge, insights, and potential for new 

levels of social control, monitoring and disruption



Compression of techno-economic periods, organizational paradigms, management 

models and concepts, 1860s to present

Source: Adapted from Bodrožić and Adler, 2017, pp. 7-8.  Shaded cells added by authors.  *Search terms were dated by Bodrožić and Adler according to first 

year in which the frequency of the term accelerates in the literature as found in bibliographic data sets including ABI/Inform complete, Hoovers Company 

profiles, ProQuest Historical Annual Reports, American Periodicals, and ProQuest Historical Newspapers collection. 



Bibliographic timing of key concepts from the network and platform organizational 

paradigms (appearance Google N-gram corpus, per cent of books)

Source: Google N-gram viewer: 

https://books.google.com/ngrams.  

Notes: Google’s N-gram viewer shows the 

occurrence of words or word phrases in books 

published through 2008 as a percentage of all 

books in the corpus, a body of scanned volumes 

which contains about 5 million books.  In this case 

the corpus includes all scanned books written in 

English.  The data is normalized by the number of 

books published in each year, and only matches 

found in at least 40 books are included in the data 

set. As of 2008, “lean production” appeared in the 

title of 125 books, with the phrase appearing in 433 

volumes.  The concept was stretched to adapt to 

the network era with modifiers such as “lean 

extended enterprise” and “lean supplier 

development ” which focused on relationships with 

suppliers.  “Outsourcing” appeared in about 480 

book titles through 2008, and “offshoring” in about 

223.  Similarly, the phrase “internet of things” 

appeared in 233 book titles published between 

2003 and 2008, “cloud computing” in 403 titles 

between 2004 and 2008, and “crowdsourcing” in 

122 titles between 2005 and 2008.

1980 2008

1980 2008

1980 2008

Offshoring



Compression of techno-economic paradigms, models and concepts, 1955 to present

Source: Adapted from Bodrožić and Adler, 2017, pp. 7-8.  Shaded cells added by authors.  *Search terms were dated by Bodrožić and Adler according to first year in 

which the frequency of the term accelerates in the literature as found in bibliographic data sets including ABI/Inform complete, Hoovers Company profiles, ProQuest 

Historical Annual Reports, American Periodicals, and ProQuest Historical Newspapers collection. 

Techno-economic 
period

Autos and oil

1955 - 1992

Computers & telecom

1991 - 2005

Digital economy

2008 - present

Organizational 
paradigm

The [Fordist] Corporation:

Mass production in strategically integrated 
yet autonomous and multiple divisions

The Network:

Linking and rationalizing processes across 
internal and external boundaries

The Platform:

Platform ownership augmented by platform 

complementors in nested platform 
ecosystems

Phase* Revolutionizing cycle Balancing cycle Revolutionizing cycle Balancing cycle Revolutionizing cycle
Balancing cycle

(speculative)

Dominant 

management model 
and key elements

Strategy-and-structure:

Differentiating internal 

structure to match 

differentiated products

Quality management:

Deploying a 

management system 

to involve personnel at 

all levels in 

continuously improving 

product and process 

quality

Linking and rationalizing:

Redesign of business 

processes up and down 

the value chain, 

redrawing and bridging 

internal and external 

boundaries

Knowledge 

management:

Cultivation of 

communities of practice 

to regain, retain, or 

improve the innovation 

capacity of dispersed 

employees

Platform innovation:

Leveraging user data 

and platform 

complementors for 

continuous integration 

and deployment, and 

automated decision-

making 

Data democracy / 

meritocracy

Data subjects provided 

default control over 

personal data and 

platform 

complementors tagged 

and duly compensated 

for contributions to 

technology ecosystem?

Key concepts / search 
terms*

• Profit center

• Operations research

• Corporate strategy

• Multidivisional

• Matrix structure

• Management by 

objective

• Lean production

• Job enrichment

• Quality circle

• Organizational 

learning

• Total quality 

management

• Continuous 

improvement

• Outsourcing 

• Business process 

redesign/re-

engineering

• Core competencies

• Horizontal 

organization

• Process improvement

• Business model

• Inter-frim network

• Supply-chain 

management

• Offshoring

• Knowledge 

management

• Knowledge repository

• Intellectual capital

• Communities of 

practice

• Agile

• Scrum

• Cloud computing

• Crowdsourcing

• Internet of things

• Technology 

ecosystems

• Network effects

• Two-sided markets

• Social media

• Big data analytics

• Automated testing

• Open innovation

• Predictive 

maintenance

• Data privacy, 

General Data 

Privacy Regulation 

(GDPR), right to be 

forgotten, privacy by 

design?

• Data protection 

officer?

• Block chain?

• Guaranteed income?

• Organizing 

contingent workers?

Time periods

1955 – 1972

17 years

1972 – 1992

20 years

1991 – 1996

5 years

1996 - 2005

9 years

2008 – 2018?

10 years

2018-?

? years

37 years 14 years ? years

Organizational form Multidivisional and multinational Network and globally integrated

Vertical structure Internal network, captive supply base External network, shared supply-base Two-sided markets, platform complementors

Geographic footprint Multinational Global value chain



Compression of techno-economic paradigms, models and concepts, 1860s to present

Source: Adapted from Bodrožić and Adler, 2017, pp. 7-8.  Shaded cells added by authors.  *Search terms were dated by Bodrožić and Adler according to 

first year in which the frequency of the term accelerates in the literature as found in bibliographic data sets including ABI/Inform complete, Hoovers 

Company profiles, ProQuest Historical Annual Reports, American Periodicals, and ProQuest Historical Newspapers collection. 

Techno-

economic 
period

Steam power and rail

1861 - 1913

Steel and electricity

1896 - 1945

Autos and oil

1955 - 1992

Computers & telecom

1991 - 2005

Digital economy

2008 - present

Organizational 
paradigm

The Professionally Managed 

Firm:

Rationalized management of a 

geographically dispersed 

enterprise

The Factory:

Enterprise with a unitary, 

centralized organizational 

structure

The [Fordist] Corporation:

Mass production in strategically 

integrated yet autonomous and 

multiple divisions

The Network:

Linking and rationalizing 

processes across internal and 

external boundaries

The Platform:

Platform ownership augmented 

by platform complementors in 

nested platform ecosystems

Phase*
Revolutionizing 

cycle
Balancing cycle

Revolutionizing 
cycle

Balancing cycle
Revolutionizing 

cycle
Balancing cycle

Revolutionizing 
cycle

Balancing 
cycle

Revolutionizing 
cycle

Balancing cycle

(speculative)

Dominant 

management 

model and key 
elements

Line and staff
Industrial 

betterment

Scientific 

management

Human 

relations

Strategy-and-

structure

Quality 

management

Linking and 

rationalizing

Knowledge 

management

Platform 

innovation

Data 

democracy / 

meritocracy

Time periods

1861 – 1895 

34 years

1895 – 1913

18 years

1896 – 1929

33 years

1929 – 1945

16 years

1955 – 1972

17 years

1972 – 1992

20 years

1991 – 1996

5 years

1996 - 2005

9 years

2008 – 2018?

10 years

2018-?

? years

52 years 49 years 37 years 14 years ? years

Organizational 
form

Unitary Multidivisional and multinational Network and globally integrated

Vertical 
structure

Integrated
Internal network, 

captive supply base

External network, 

shared supply-base

Two-sided markets, 

platform complementors

Geographic 
footprint

National Multinational Global value chain

Development 
era

(Early)                              Late Development                                (Late) (Early)                         Compressed Development                        (Late)



Manufacturing in the NDE – does scale matter? 
Shifting tradeoffs with emergence of advanced manufacturing: scale, product variety, and unit costs 



The geography of manufacturing and jobs in the NDE
Three (non-exclusive) scenarios

1. Jobs and production migrate closer to end markets 

• transportation costs (and CO2 emissions) will be lower, inventory 

requirements will shrink, and consumers will have their needs and desires 

met with a wide variety of products produced specifically for them, on an 

as-needed basis.  

2. Advanced manufacturing will deployed mainly in places, such as China, 

Mexico, and East Europe, where export-oriented mass production is currently 

taking place.  

• Increased flexibility and the high cost of initial deployment

• increasing product variety in large scale manufacturing

• downward pressure on demand for high-mix and even customized 

manufacturing located within end markets. 

3. Advanced manufacturing deployed without dramatically altering the location of 

production.  

• Leaps in productivity, quality, and traceability in all types of manufacturing 

facilities, mass, high mix, and customized

• Global decrease in the need for direct manufacturing labor. 



Innovation in the NDE
Examples of tools for the emerging innovation ecosystem in the NDE



Innovation in the NDE
Machine-generated bicycle frame design options using Autodesk Dreamcatcher AI suite 



The geography of innovation in the NDE
Likely scenarios

• Core platforms continue to arise in existing technology clusters

• Opportunities for downstream platform innovation proliferate

• Knowledge of local market and user characteristics still important 

• Reduced demand for routine engineering?

• Increased demand for industrial design and artistic judgment, and detailed 

market needs 

• Using platforms to build new products and services…but, who owns patents?



Platforms layering in the NDE ecosystem



Platform layering in mobile telecom



Actors, data access, and data flows in the NDE ecosystem
A new digital divide?



NDE: Big questions - Big unknowns

Speed of change

Geography

• Uneven development

• Across countries

• Within big countries and regions

• Innovation

• Production

Employment

Development processes

• Fragmentation?  Reshoring?

• Compression and global Integration

• Industrial policies might need to grapple with thin industrialization plus weak job 
growth

• Given the stakes, better measurement and monitoring is urgently 
needed



New Digital Economy: roles for the public sector

Education and skills

Infrastructure 

R&D Funding

Education and skills – digital skills

Infrastructure – digital infrastructure

R&D Funding – platform innovation

Rules for data control and ownership?

Anti-trust, competition policy?

International policy coordination?



Digital Economy: some key policy questions

• How will the NDE alter the demand for labor and skills?

• Will the NDE alter the geography of innovation?

• Will the NDE alter the geography of production?

• When and to what degree will the NDE alter the balance 

of power and incomes within and across industries and 

societies?

• Will the NDE introduce unacceptable privacy concerns 

and cyber-security risk, or will such risks and concerns be 

manageable and outweighed by the benefits to users?



Copyright MIT IPC 2016
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New Digital Economy: roles for the public sector

Source: UN/DESA



Number of AI patents granted, selected companies, 2010–2016

Public sector involvement in R&D is both falling and rising

Falling in USA

US spending on R&D by source, 1953–2015

Rising in China



Skill gaps are both widening and narrowing

Narrowing Widening


